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We help some of the world’s leading brands connect with their best customers
through loyalty and insight programmes. Why not speak to us about how we
can help you transform your customer relationships?
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will.shuckburgh@aimia.com
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Welcome to the Winners’ Edition of Loyalty
Magazine which celebrates the very best of
class at The Loyalty Awards 2014.
This was an extremely hard fought competition which presented
the judges with some very difficult choices and led to much heated
discussion and debate.
There was concensus on one point however: the high standard of this
year’s entries.
The importance of the concept of loyalty is appreciated in every
geographical region and across all sectors. There is nothing more
powerful than an emotional engagement between business and
customer and the loyalty award winners demonstrate the creativity and
imagination with which the leaders and groundbreakers are addressing
the challenge.
With the growing sophistication of data analysis, the emergence of
enabling new technology including iBeacons and Machine to Machine
and the ever growing sophistication of mobile devices, there is always
more to learn and new challenges to address.
This Winners’ Edition is full of companies that have moved the
boundaries of customer loyalty and met some of those challenges. We
are sure you will find their achievements inspiring.
Over the coming months, we will be exploring some of these winners in
more detail.

Look out for them at www.loyaltymagazine.com
Annich McIntosh, editor
amcintosh@cm-media.net
The Loyalty Awards 2014 will be held
at: Grosvenor House, Park Lane, London on
June 10.
For more information contact:
web
theloyaltyawards.com
tel
+44 (0)1572 820088
email
sasha@theloyaltyawards.com

www.loyaltymagazine.com
www.theloyaltyawards.com
Loyalty Magazine LinkedIn group
Twitter: @loyaltymagazine
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PRIME SPONSOR MESSAGE

I am delighted to be representing Aimia once again as
prime sponsor of this event.
Since the Loyalty Awards were launched three years ago
the industry has never been stronger, more alive. We’ve
witnessed new innovations which are challenging yet
ultimately strengthening the position of loyalty marketing
as a key differentiator. However, there are many risks we
need to navigate.
Technology continues to develop at a rate of knots which
has led to a proliferation of data and communication
channels. What should be the golden age of marketing
doesn’t always feel like that to consumers. And there’s
a new type of customer borne out of the recession - the
promiscuous, savvy repertoire shopper is here to stay.
So what does that mean for us here tonight?
We know that winning companies will not take a short
term marketing approach, with a focus on switching with
big, unsustainable incentives, which ultimately just leads to
a race to the bottom.
We know that winning companies don’t treat their
customers like strangers - bombarding them with one size
fits all messages, just because they can.
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Rather, winning companies will be those that build deep,
trusting, long-term relationships with customers based on
effective and responsible use of customer data, talking to
their customers in the right way at the right time. Winning
companies make business personal.
And that is what we are celebrating tonight. A smarter
form of marketing. Marketing that is based upon an
understanding of what individual customers want.
The winners of The Loyalty Awards display the best
examples of building real relationships with their customers
across Europe, Middle East and Africa. On behalf of Aimia I
would like to congratulate all of the winners and all of the
nominees for the outstanding work that you have done. I
encourage all of you who work in this industry to continue
to push the loyalty agenda in each of your
organisations and play a contributory
role in raising standards and growing
understanding even further.

Jan-Pieter Lips,

President, Europe, Middle East and Africa, Aimia
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THE JUDGES
Paul Berney

Chief Marketing Officer
for the Mobile Marketing
Association
A globally recognised
expert in mobile
marketing having worked in a unique
international role for the MMA for the past
four years. He spent the five years before
that working in mobile marketing and
became the EMEA MD of the MMA in 2008.

Radek Hrachovec

Eric Austin

Chairman of the Judges
A marketing consultant & strategist
who helps clients with effective
communications using new &
traditional distributions.

Chris Jacobs

Independent Customer
Loyalty Consultant
Has been personally
involved in over 80
programmes in retail,
banking and telecoms, and has founded
two companies offering customer loyalty
solutions and services. Chris is a fellow of
The Institute of Direct Marketing.

Adrian Hado

Head of Insight and
Analytics for Avios
Adrian joined Avios in
February 2012 as Head of
Insight & Analytics, one of
the company’s key strategic Centres of
Excellence operating in the UK and across
global markets. He is responsible for all
of the Avios customer knowledge and
ensuring the company is customer centric
in everything it does. This involves using
data collected from the brand’s consumer
touchpoints to drive value across Avios
globally and improve loyalty for the
benefit of the programme and its 250 plus
global partners.

Freelance Loyalty
Specialist at
RadekHrachovec.com
Based in the Czech
Republic. He is a featured
presenter at numerous conferences,
contributes to several industry magazines
and newspapers and also leads marketing
and CRM courses at Thomas Bata
University in Zlin.

Jan-Pieter Lips

President, Europe, Middle
East & Africa, Aimia
One of the pioneers of
the loyalty management
industry in Europe, having
started his career with Loyalty Management
Group in the Netherlands in 1997. Was
appointed President of the EMEA region
and member of Aimia’s global executive
committee in February 2013.

Peter Wray

Founding Director
and Chairman of
loyaltymatters.com
He has extensive
experience in the design,
development, project management, launch
and profitable operation of customer loyalty
and insight management programmes
around the world.

Michael Leander

Founder of Markedu,
CEO of the Michael
Leander Company
Michael is a marketing
speaker and consultant.

Annich McIntosh

Editor of Loyalty Magazine
and Chief Executive of The
Loyalty Awards
(non-voting)
A knowledgeable
commentator on the loyalty business,
she also has experience judging for a
number of different awards events.

Susan Rose

Director at Zinc and a
specialist in customercentric retail and customer
behavioural analysis
She has spent twenty years
working with retailers from FMCG to fashion
and luxury helping them create commercial
benefit from the data in their business.

Graeme Thomson

Managing Director
of Premium Group
Marketing, based in
Auckland, New Zealand
He is an MBA graduate and
a member of the Customer Strategy Group.

Mark Palmer

Founder of
Maverick Planet
Maverick Planet specialises
in facilitating strategic
change – removing the
inertia that prevents companies’ ideas,
brand, positioning and communication
delivering their full potential.

Colin Bradshaw

Managing Director RAPP
A senior commercial leader
and marketer with over two
decades of experience of
the marketing mix working
on both the Client and Agency side, Colin
leads RAPP in its aim of providing integrated
direct marketing services that increase
business effectiveness. At RAPP Colin works
with Clients such as Mercedes Benz , Virgin
Atlantic Airways and the BBC guiding
data and communications strategy and
implementation. RAPP is a leading Forrester
Wave Marketing Services Provider.
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Today we recognise loyalty.
Tomorrow we’ll be creating it.
We understand the power of loyalty,
which is why we are a sponsor of the
Loyalty Awards.
Our Avios reward currency drives
loyalty for our 250 global partners –
it helps turn everyday customer
purchases into memorable experiences
like flights, holidays and days out.
Isn’t it time you got on board?
Call Eliana Angelova on +44 (0)7584 201201
Eliana.Angelova@Avios.com
Head of Global Business Development

Collect with:
Spend on:

Flights | Hotels | Holidays and Cruises | Car Hire | Travel Extras | Experiences | and more
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THE FINALISTS
The third annual Loyalty Awards
celebrates excellence, innovation and
best practice in the Loyalty industry in
Europe, the Middle East and Africa.
Prime Sponsor:

This year the Winners demonstrate an
extraordinary level of achievement and for this we
salute them.
More than 200 entries were received from across
the region from in excess of 20 countries. These
were shortlisted down by a select number of
judges and then in April, the judging panel met for
a day of deliberation, argument and fierce debate.
To reach the Shortlist of The Loyalty Awards is
a massive achievement. To be voted one of the
Winners takes brilliance! Well done to you all.

Diamond Sponsor:

Platinum Sponsor
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BEST LOYALTY PROGRAMME OF THE YEAR: FINANCIAL SERVICES 2014
WINNERS
WINNER
Home Retail Group Financial Services
Argos Card Rewards – Getting Personal
Home Retail Group Financial Services owns and manages the Argos Card, the largest storecard in
the UK. In March 2013, Argos launched a new loyalty scheme with a ‘personal touch’ for cardholders
– Argos Card Rewards. By December 2013, customers had demonstrated their approval of the
customer centric scheme with £16m in incremental sales.
Home Retail Group Financial Services recently replaced the Recency, Frequency and Value based
platform it had in place with Argos Card Rewards (ACR) – a loyalty scheme with a personal touch.
The platform was launched in March 2013. In December 2013, it had delivered £16m in incremental
sales which equated to 150% more net profit than originally forecast.
The judges said: “In a sector in which it is challenging to innovate, Argos makes use of data
and targeting to take on competitors. This is an example of a company recognising the
potential of analytics.”

SPONSORED BY

THE FINALISTS

Alpha Bank
Greece

Barclaycard

Royal Bank of Scotland

Alpha Bank Bonus –
the leading payment loyalty
scheme in Europe

Barclaycard Freedom
Rewards Card

Cashback Plus –
“Feel rewarded every day”

Bonus is the most successful
Bank loyalty programme in
Europe, this entry is focused
on the launch of Bonus for
Debit Cards. With over 80,000
new cards issued in 2013 and
with double the value and
volume of sales transactions.
Bonus continues to lead the
world of loyalty in banking.

Barclaycard Freedom
customers are rewarded for
the way they shop – whatever
they buy, wherever they buy
it. They earn Freedom points
on all their spend and double
points on life’s essentials,
with over 75 top brands to
redeem rewards from. Great
value and better choice
– that’s the Barclaycard
Freedom Rewards Card.

RBS and Reward have
developed a unique loyalty
programme Cashback Plus,
that enables current account
customers to earn at least
1% of their spend back on
qualifying purchases simply
by activating their account.
No catches or gimmicks, just
rewarding our customers in a
simple and easy way.
Campaign runs from 14/10/13 to 24/11/13

Confidential

Loyalty Magazine
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BEST LOYALTY PROGRAMME OF THE YEAR: MOBILE
WINNER
Azbuka Vkusa Russia
BrandLoyalty’s mobile app Bright Stamps boosts first nationwide loyalty programme
Azbuka Vkusa launched a company-wide loyalty programme with the option to collect digital
stamps next to paper ones. Bright Stamps made it possible to see stamp balance, check reward
overview, receive personal messages and find out about supplier-funded promotions. Result: an
additional 25% revenue increase per participant compared to paper collectors.
BrandLoyalty’s subsidiary IceMobile developed Bright Stamps with the objective of making
participating in a loyalty programme easier, more engaging and especially more personal, thereby
resulting in new participants, a higher shopping frequency, larger basket size and stronger brand
preference. Shoppers used the app to see their stamp balance, check their reward overview, receive
messages with a call to action based on their personal balance and were informed about supplierfunded promotions.
The judges said: “This was a closely fought category but Azbuka took the prize with a well
executed mobile loyalty app with a good ROI that recognises the ability of mobile to change
customer behaviour. “

SPONSORED BY

HIGHLY COMMENDED
Dansk Supermarked
Denmark

THE FINALISTS

Bluesource
mobile-pocket – Mobile
Marketing made easy
With mobile-pocket you
can mobilise your loyalty
programme without any
investment or restructuring
costs. It offers you a direct
and absolutely personal
connection to your customers.
The ability for the retailer to
provide individual coupons
and offers in the app makes it
the modern art of customer
relationship management.

Cable & Wireless
(Seychelles) Ltd
Cable Points
Cable Points, an industry
first, continues to excite,
entice and delight the people
of Seychelles! Every day,
thousands of customers are
rewarded for doing what
they do every day, i.e. making
calls, sending SMS and using
internet, through a growing
reward catalogue and
innovative campaigns.

Dansk Supermarked’s
gamification drives loyalty, ROI
and increased market share
The largest Danish retail
company, uses mobile based
gamification in “the big
Christmas game” to close the
gap between digital marketing
and physical retail sales and
to drive short and long term
loyalty, achieve 55x ROI and
support the winning of market
share online and offline.
The judges said: “Dansk
Supermarked achieved a 55
times ROI and grew market
share both online and offline
with this interesting use of
mobile gamification.”

Turkcell
Turkey
SARI KUTU
Sari Kutu is based on the
premise that rewarding
customers for staying with
the company will increase
loyalty and NPS scores. It is
unique in terms of rewarding
people based on both their
past tenure and for the
subsequent time they stay
with the company.

Vodafone Turkey
Vodafone RED loyalty
programme

Subway
SUBWAY SUBCARD
mobile app
The SUBWAY SUBCARD
app gives customers an
enhanced way to engage
with the SUBCARD loyalty
programme; allowing users
to collect and redeem points,
claim free Subs, check their
balance & available rewards
and find nearby stores. It also
allows customers to submit
feedback straight from their
device through TellSubway.

The Vodafone RED loyalty
programme solely focuses on
making life more convenient
through mobile for its
customer base: “When you
are in need, life stops for
Vodafone RED and we take
action to make your life
easier”. The main objective of
the programme is to make
life easier for digitalised RED
customers who are stuck in
big cities dealing with the
burdens of daily life.

JUNE 2014
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An impressive, measurable difference
to your business.

www.tccglobal.com | www.bestcustomermarketing.com

Our clients:
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BEST LOYALTY PROGRAMME OF THE YEAR: RETAIL (FOOD)
WINNER
Woolworths South Africa
WRewards – Membership makes a difference
Woolworths WRewards loyalty programme is a tiered programme based on customer spend. What
differentiates WRewards? It rewards customers instantly at checkout with savings from 10%-30%
on selected products, and offers customers the opportunity to give a percentage of their spend to a
charity they choose.
• The Woolworths programme can link 66.8% of sales (39.1% in 2010) to customers, and recognises
91% of VIPs (49% in 2010).
• Revenue linked to WRewards transactions up from R9.2bn (2010) to R20.6bn in 2013.
• Reduced customer attrition to 8% (14% in 2010).
WRewards customers have saved over R600m through Instant savings and have given back over
R120m to their communities through MySchool MyVillage MyPlanet. 93% of customers are very
accepting of Instant Saving Benefits.
The judges said: “A good focus in a changing market with a different emphasis. The judges liked
the instant savings at the checkout and the opportunity to give this bonus directly to charity.”

SPONSORED BY

THE FINALISTS
Billa Czech Republic
Winning hearts and minds
of Billa CZ Supermarket’s
customers with BigHeadz
Farm Friends
Billa Czech Republic, together
with TCC, has developed for
its clients a well-planned
loyalty promotion based on
the BigHeadz Farm Friends
range. A very good offer
reinforced by a powerful and
visible marketing campaign
won the hearts of Czech
customers and changed their
shopping behaviour.

HIGHLY COMMENDED
Booths

O’Key Russia

Whitbread Plc

Booths Card exceeds both
customers’ & Booths’
expectations

Angry Birds landed in Russia!
Free plush toy promotion
with O’Key Russia

Brewers Fayre – Bonus Club

The collaboration between
Booths and eReceipts to
deliver the new Booths Card
in 2013 has been a great
success. Booths is a north
of England retailer with a
164-year heritage. Booths &
eReceipts worked together
to deliver a loyalty scheme
for customers that added
value and delivered insight,
enabling customers to track
shopping history which was a
UK supermarket first.

TCC ran a loyalty programme
with O’Key Russia and Angry
Birds plush toys in 2013. The
shoppers were rewarded for
the purchase by getting 1
point for each 300 RUR spent
(7€). When they collected 50
points they could redeem it for
1 free Angry Birds plush toy.

What the judges said:
“We were impressed by
the demonstrated increase
in basket size and the feel
good factor generated by
price matching with major
supermarkets and a range of
significant shopper benefits.
They were also impressed by
its sizeable growth of new
customers through use of the
Booths Card.”

The Bonus Club was
designed to meet the needs
of value centric Brewers
Fayre customers. In a highly
discounted market we wanted
to provide everyday value
but move away from mass
discounting. Combining points
and targeted benefits, the
programme provides long term
value for both parties, with
great customer experience.

The Coca-Cola Company,
Turkey Business Unit
Coca-Cola Kırmızı Kasa
(Red Vault) loyalty
programme
The Red Vault loyalty
programme provides a
consumer-centric approach,
where members are able to
collect reward points through
products they consume,
and select from a variety of
products within the reward
catalogue based on their
needs. They can redeem these
rewards on the medium of
their choice such as web site,
mobile site and mobile app.

JUNE 2014
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BEST LOYALTY PROGRAMME OF THE YEAR: RETAIL (NON FOOD)
WINNER
Pets at Home
The Pets at Home VIP loyalty scheme
The VIP loyalty scheme in 2013 saw us adding a new VIP member every 21 seconds (not to mention
6.3 million pets) and then, once they were members, persuading them to spend an average of 37%
more than non-members every single time they shopped with us.
The Pets at Home loyalty scheme had 4 key strands. It:
• Developed highly segmented & personalised comms delivering relevant product pushes &
advice AND surprise & delight elements (eg birthday mailings).
• Emphasised the scheme’s charity aspect – rather than accumulating ‘points’, VIP members
collect the more emotive ‘Lifelines’ to help animal charities.
• Developed comms for Pets at Home’s in-store colleagues because their understanding and
advocacy was essential.
• Developed communications to deliver footfall & in-store spend.
The Judges said: “Pets at Home is doing this with total conviction, which is reflected in the
store and by the staff. While loyalty is built in because it is about pets, the team understands
how to communicate with people.”

Jaeger

THE FINALISTS

Aspirational tiered structure
for Jaeger’s re-launched
reward scheme

ABC Lebanon
ABC department store
loyalty programme
The ABC loyalty programme
is the leading loyalty
programme in Lebanon. It
was launched 4 years ago
into a market that was not
sensitive nor educated to
point schemes. ABC has
educated people to point
schemes and loyalty with
its store card and is the first
retailer that has launched
a co-branded credit card,
innovating and stepping
into consumer finance.
Representing 67% of ABC
store sales, ABC has achieved
through its loyalty scheme
its business objective of
client satisfaction, and is still
innovating to keep being
its clients’ preferred loyalty
programme.

Loyalty Magazine

Following customer research
the Jaeger loyalty scheme
re-launched with three tiers;
Gold, Silver and Black. The
objective was giving clear
membership progression,
building a strong relationship
with the highest value
customers through enhanced
benefits. This increases
the value of the scheme
for customers and yielded
immediate commercial
benefits for Jaeger.

Sure, Dove, Vaseline
and Sainsbury’s

Woolworths
South Africa

Educating customers that
small is good

WRewards – Membership
makes a difference

Unilever utilised a range
of Sainsbury’s shopper
marketing channels to
successfully launch a new
compressed deodorant
range. The objective was
to build awareness and
credibility by educating
existing women’s Sure, Dove
and Vaseline customers on
why they should switch to a
smaller can.

Woolworths WRewards
loyalty programme is a
tiered programme based
on customer spend. What
differentiates WRewards? It
rewards customers instantly
at checkout with savings
from 10%-30% on selected
products, and offers customers
the opportunity to give a
percentage of their spend to a
charity they choose.

Topaz Energy Ireland

MOL Hungary

Topaz Energy: ‘PLAY or PARK,
the Loyalty Game’

MOL – Fiskars promotion

In February 2013, Ireland’s
largest fuels/convenience
retailer Topaz Energy
launched PLAY or PARK; the
first ever loyalty programme
within a retail environment
in Europe to use an ongoing
gaming mechanic. This
innovative approach made
the Topaz rendition of
loyalty more meaningful,
participative and
distinctive than competing
programmes resulting in
unprecedented results for
the business and customers.

The Fiskars promotion was
MOL’s 9th short term loyalty
programme. The promotion’s
products could be categorised
as garden & camping (Fiskars)
and survival (Bear Grylls
branded Gerber products).
Customers could collect
stickers and redeem them to
buy products and even get a
55% discount off the normal
retail price.

JUNE 2014
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BEST LOYALTY PROGRAMME OF THE YEAR: ENTERTAINMENT
WINNER
Topaz Energy Ireland
Topaz Energy: ‘PLAY or PARK, the Loyalty Game’
In February 2013, Ireland’s largest fuels/convenience retailer Topaz Energy launched PLAY or
PARK; the first ever loyalty programme within a retail environment in Europe to use an ongoing
gaming mechanic.
This innovative approach made the Topaz rendition of loyalty more meaningful, participative
and distinctive than competing programmes resulting in unprecedented results for the business
and customers.
A solution was needed to address a fuels market that was predicted to shrink by 6% and declining
market share. Topaz set out to create a Loyalty Strategy that would get closer to customers, drive
high levels of participation and greater share of wallet. Throughout 2013, Topaz ensured consistent
messaging and enhanced customer experience through every touch-point and channel, with
bespoke monthly Point of Sale across 330 sites, TV, Radio, Digital (Mobile, Social Media, Web), Direct
Mail, On-Site promotional activities and PR.
The judges said: “Topaz is a very entertaining programme in a difficult area. Gamification is
used to provide a brilliantly entertaining way to make it interesting and fun to buy petrol, with
shining results.”

THE FINALISTS
Boost
Switzerland

Dansk Supermarked
Denmark

MOL
Hungary

Twistymania – the Galactic
promotion of 2013

Dansk Supermarked’s
gamification drives loyalty, ROI
and increased market share

MOL – Fiskars promotion

The ‘Galactic’ collectible
promotion of the year 2013
was implemented on behalf
of retailer Migros Switzerland.
Seven weeks, 600 shops, 50
million Twisties distributed
and a huge national
press response. Results: a
significant increase in sales,
average receipts and footfall
at the POS, together with the
highest participation of a
target group between 5 and 8
years old.

Dansk Supermarked,
the largest Danish retail
company, uses mobile based
gamification in “the big
Christmas game” to close the
gap between digital marketing
and physical retail sales and
to drive short and long term
loyalty, achieve 55x ROI and
support the winning of market
share online and offline.

The Fiskars promotion was
MOL’s 9th short term loyalty
programme. The promotion’s
products could be categorised
as garden & camping (Fiskars)
and survival (Bear Grylls
branded Gerber products).
Customers could collect
stickers and redeem them to
buy products and even get a
55% discount off the normal
retail price.

JUNE 2014
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BEST LOYALTY PROGRAMME OF THE YEAR: TRAVEL
WINNER
Avios Group (AGL) Limited
The Avios Currency
The Avios currency was launched in November 2011 as the single loyalty currency for International
Airlines Group.
The currency is made up of the British Airways Executive Club, Iberia Plus and the Avios Travel
Rewards Programme which operates in the UK and South Africa.
The focus for Avios in 2013 was to maximise the use of Avios as a means to support short-haul
sales, extend the Avios currency to new markets, build the Avios brand in core markets and
maintain outstanding value, particularly for frequent flyers. Research among Avios UK collectors
has shown that BA bookings have increased by 10% since allowing customers to collect on
British Airways.
The judges said: “In a developed market, Avios continues to grow both by innovating and by
competing effectively with their main rivals. This is the hardest thing to do but Avios is proving
a tough combatant.”

THE FINALISTS
HIGHLY COMMENDED
Accor (Le Club
Accorhotels)

East Coast

Heathrow Airport

Vodafone Turkey

With Le Club Accorhotels,
you’re at the heart of it

Reaping the Rewards –
East Coast’s automated
recruitment campaign

Heathrow Rewards – new
way of rewarding travellers at
the airport

Vodafone Freezone Interrail
campaigns

Le Club Accorhotels is
Accorhotels’ worldwide
loyalty programme and
is available in over 2,700
Accor hotels. In only 5 years
since its launch, the award
winning programme has
built up over 13.8 million
members worldwide. The
programme is continually
developing to ensure that
members are properly
rewarded for their loyalty.

Joining a loyalty scheme
should be simple and
rewarding. This was
the overarching aim for
East Coast in launching
its automated Rewards
recruitment campaign in
April 2013. An innovative
solution encouraging
advocacy, removing barriers
to participation and
maximising recruitment
levels saw success beyond all
expectations, with the benefit
of generating additional
revenue as a result.

Heathrow’s unique loyalty
programme, Heathrow
Rewards, makes every journey
better for its passengers
by rewarding them for
everything they do at the
airport. In return, this multipartner programme generates
significant incremental
sales and income as well as
improved passenger insight
for Heathrow.

Freezone is Vodafone’s
Youth Loyalty Club in Turkey,
targeting the 16-25 age
group. As a part of Freezone’s
relaunch in Turkey, Vodafone
gave discounted Interrail
(the most common railway
pass network) offers and
free tickets to its Freezone
subscribers. Online and
offline media was highly
exploited to reach the
member base.

Loyalty Magazine
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The judges said: “Heathrow
Airport is one of the busiest in
the world, yet the customer
base is by its very nature
transient. The relaunch of
Heathrow’s loyalty programme,
which has increased spend per
visit by 110% over non members,
is impressive.”

2014
WINNERS
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BEST NEW LOYALTY PROGRAMME OF THE YEAR
WINNER
Booths
Booths Card exceeds both customers’ & Booths’ expectations
The collaboration between Booths and eReceipts to deliver the new Booths Card in 2013 has been
a great success. Booths is a north of England retailer with a 164-year heritage. Booths & eReceipts
worked together to deliver a loyalty scheme for customers that added value and delivered insight,
enabling customers to track shopping history which was a UK supermarket first.
The Judges said: “A very rich programme that is effective even though new. It is well put
together and pits a David against the Goliath’s of retail by taking what is best from each of the
existing retailer loyalty schemes and combining it into something very impressive indeed.”

THE FINALISTS

Meliá Hotels
International
MeliáRewards – Welcome
Back – Wherever you are in
the world
Meliá Hotels International
launched its loyalty
programme MeliáRewards
targeting hotel guests
in Spring 2013, offering
exclusive benefits to 4 tiers of
customers. Innovative design
on- and offline, a variety of
promotions plus a constantly
growing base of partnerships
in various industries have
helped to increase the
number of loyal members.

Royal Bank of Scotland
Cashback Plus – “Feel
rewarded every day”
RBS and Reward have
developed a unique loyalty
programme Cashback Plus,
that enables current account
customers to earn at least
1% of their spend back on
qualifying purchases simply
by activating their account.
No catches or gimmicks, just
rewarding our customers in a
simple and easy way.

HIGHLY COMMENDED
Turkcell Turkey
Turkcell Retirees Club
“Turkcell Retirees Club” is a
loyalty programme aimed at
retaining elderly customers
in a highly price-based
market. The programme uses
technology, customer service
and offers, focusing on three
insights: “Facilitating Life”,
“Paying Respect” and “Happy
Aging”. With 600K members,
the programme led to an
increase in market share and
brand scores.
The judges said: “Turkcell has
honed in on the specific needs
of a sector of its population
and added 600k members in
six months. This is quite an
achievement in the crowded
and highly competitive
Telcoms business.”

SPONSORED BY

Topaz Energy Ireland
Topaz Energy: ‘PLAY or PARK,
the Loyalty Game’
In February 2013, Ireland’s
largest fuels/convenience
retailer Topaz Energy launched
PLAY or PARK; the first ever
loyalty programme within a
retail environment in Europe
to use an ongoing gaming
mechanic. This innovative
approach made the Topaz
rendition of loyalty more
meaningful, participative and
distinctive than competing
programmes resulting in
unprecedented results for the
business and customers.

Vodafone Turkey

Whitbread Plc
Brewers Fayre Bonus Club
The Bonus Club was designed
to meet the needs of value
centric Brewers Fayre
customers. Providing everyday
value with a mix of points and
exclusive offers. Delivering
positive ROI and increasing
repeat visits. A loyalty
programme providing long
term value for both parties and
a great customer experience.

Vodafone Avantaj Cepte
Mobile Loyalty Platform
Vodafone Avantaj Cepte is a
mobile platform developed
on both AppStore and Google
Play and offers exclusive
deals and discounts to all
Vodafone subscribers. These
advantages range from
regional and location based
offers to national campaigns.
The platform puts an end to
the complexity of carrying
around physical store loyalty
cards and has a segmented
approach in which the
platform recognises
customers through their
segments and tariffs.
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HEATHROW REWARDS
Powered by Comarch Loyalty Management

45%

45%

increase in total member spend

110%

reduction in monthly programme
management costs

90%

difference in passenger member spend
per visit vs. non-members

increase in total members to

550,000

WWW.COMARCH.CO.UK
T: +44 (0)20 3626 0145 E: info@comarch.com A: 19 Eastbourne Terrace, Paddington, London W2 6LG
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BEST USE OF CRM IN A LOYALTY ENVIRONMENT
WINNER
Home Retail Group Financial Services
Argos Card Rewards –
Getting Personal
Home Retail Group Financial Services owns and manages the Argos Card, the largest storecard in
the UK. In March 2013, Argos launched a new loyalty scheme with a ‘personal touch’ for cardholders
– Argos Card Rewards. By December 2013, customers had demonstrated their approval of the
customer centric scheme with £16m in incremental sales.
It implemented a new and totally unique CRM programme – Argos Card Rewards (ACR) which
redesigned and refocused the rewards based on personal customer data and requirements and
which delivered a unique delivery and redemption process for customers. This resulted in a net
profit 150% above original forecast and overall card sales increase of £6m. It increased the group
ROI by 45% and achieved 45% more retention in less frequent card users.
The judges said: “Argos revolutionised its Argos Card offering with targeted offers that make
it very interesting and compelling for customers. The result was a 16% increase in sales and net
150% above forecast and incremental sales up 36%. Impressive figures that illustrate what can
be achieved with data segmentation.”

THE FINALISTS

SPONSORED BY

Accor (Le Club
Accorhotels)

Comfort and
Sainsbury’s

Vodafone Turkey

Le Club Accorhotels –
changing the way we address
our members

Comfort Exhilaration –
Launching an exclusive
Sainsbury’s scent

Vodafone Turkey’s enterprise
transformation programme

Recruiting new members into
a loyalty scheme is pointless
unless you are able to
activate and motivate them
to engage with your business.
In 2013, Le Club Accorhotels
implemented a state of
the art CRM strategy that
was designed to stimulate
members at key stages
during their member lifecycle.

Unilever encouraged
Sainsbury’s customers to
vote with their noses to
launch a new Comfort
fabric conditioner, exclusive
to Sainsbury’s, resulting
in increased sales of the
Comfort brand, increased
category sales and greater
affinity to the brand through
this collaborative “create with
us” approach.

Vodafone Turkey made
churn management and
customer loyalty its major
strategic focus of 2013 and
has experienced a period
of transformation, with
significant actions designed
as part of a 360 degree
customer relationship
management strategy. This
holistic transformation
programme aims to reduce
churn and increase customer
loyalty/satisfaction.

KLM
KLM iPad on Board –
customer feedback loop
The CRM department of
KLM aims to provide a
higher quality of service and
personalise the relationship
with the customer to increase
customer loyalty.
With the introduction of
iPad on Board, KLM’s service
professionals are able to
use important customer
feedback and forward or
reply their action(s) to their
colleagues at other customer
touch points. They can use
this information again
(pro-actively) during their
customer interaction.

Volvo Car Turkey
Volvo Lifecycle Programme
The Volvo Lifecycle
Programme was designed
to follow-up and complete
the lifespan of automobiles
successfully and increase
the regular and on time
service visits during and
after the guarantee period
whilst creating repurchasing
behaviour. Customers are
informed about check-up
periods, important service
updates & issues, test drive
days, accessories, premium
events, new campaigns &
models and product launches
by mailings, reminder calls
and SMS.
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BEST USE OF CUSTOMER ANALYTICS/DATA IN A LOYALTY PROGRAMME
WINNER
Sainsbury’s and Nectar
Offer Engine – Personalised, relevant approach to targeting shoppers
An innovative algorithm designed, developed and run by Aimia, to satisfy Sainsbury’s loyalty
marketing objectives. It uses Sainsbury’s Nectar customer data and 52-weeks of shopping
history to automatically select the most relevant offers for each individual customer to be
displayed in any marketing channel.
In the last year, Aimia built a personalised offer allocation tool for Sainsbury’s in-store & online
promotions which consists of 5 key stages: 1. Collect customer transaction information 2. Apply
analytical models 3. Apply business rules 4. Allocate offers to individual customers 5. Deliver
personalised offers
The Offer Engine algorithm uses Nectar collected customer transaction info, to score billions of
customer and product combinations.
The Judges said: “The Offer Engine entry demonstrated very sophisticated analytics and use of
control together with a compelling use of metrics which provides a great customer experience.”

THE FINALISTS

Azbuka Vkusa
Russia

Bonmarché &
GI Insight

Home Retail Group
Financial Services

BrandLoyalty’s mobile app
Bright Stamps boosts first
nationwide loyalty programme

Building a truly multichannel
customer base through the
loyalty programme

Argos Card Rewards –
Getting Personal

Azbuka Vkusa launched
a company-wide loyalty
programme with the option
to collect digital stamps next
to paper ones. Bright Stamps
made it possible to see
stamp balance, check reward
overview, receive personal
messages and find out about
supplier-funded promotions.
Result: an additional 25%
revenue increase per
participant compared to
paper collectors!

Bonmarché, which uses
insight gleaned from its
Bonus club data to identify
key trends, recognised that
multichannel customers
were the most valuable –
outspending online only and
in-store only purchasers.
Employing further analysis,
segmentation and tailored
communications to grow
this group, Bonmarché
increased the proportion of
multichannel customers and
their spending.

Elkjop, a division of
Dixons Retail
Improving customer
satisfaction through continual
data monitoring and analysis
The use of customer analytics/
data is a necessity to become
a market leader in customer
satisfaction through improved
customer loyalty. The data
must be valuable, insightful,
and easily collected from
customers with analysis
tools to show current
service performance and
gain insights into business
operations to make strategic
improvement decisions.

SPONSORED BY

Home Retail Group Financial
Services owns and manages
the Argos Card, the largest
storecard in the UK. In
March 2013, Argos launched
a new loyalty scheme
with a ‘personal touch’ for
cardholders – Argos Card
Rewards. By December 2013,
customers had demonstrated
their approval of the data
centric scheme with a 36%
increase in incremental sales
per mailee.

Ikano Insight and IKEA
Store catchment intelligence
from Ikano Insight informs
IKEA marketing plans
IKEA rolls out Primary Market
Area (PMA) guides, containing
relevant census data,
customer and catchment
profiling and IKEA Family
member behavioural insight,
to its UK stores. Store
management teams attend
workshops to enable them to
draw actionable insight from
the guides to make informed
marketing decisions.

HIGHLY COMMENDED
Royal Bank of Scotland
Utilising/analysing customer
data to deliver positive ROI
and customer loyalty
Cashback Plus rewards our
customers for their loyalty
and using their debit card,
which they do anyway. We
then use this rich debit card
transaction data to send
our customers relevant and
rewarding communications,
driving engagement with
their current account.
What the Judges said: “This
entry showed how big data sets
increased share of wallet for the
RBS Cashback Plus card.”
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BEST USE OF COMMUNICATION IN A LOYALTY PROGRAMME
WINNER
Abbott Turkey
Abbott Turkey, “Hayat Çok De erli Kulübü!” “Life is a Valuable Club”
‘Life is a Valuable Club’ is Abbott Turkey’s online ‘Diabetes Community Platform’ powered by
360drc marketing agency. Club members earn gifts through campaigns; interact with other
members, pharmacies and healthcare professionals; and have access to all the information about
diabetes. The programme’s objective is to help its 40,000 members better manage diabetes by
using all possible means of communication, both in the web portal and outside world.
During 2008-2012, the number of people with diabetes increased to 5.2 million from 2.5 million in
2008; a yearly average increase of 17%. There are over 17,000 children with diabetes in Turkey, and
each year approximately 2,000 children are diagnosed with diabetes.
The judges said: “It should be very normal to communicate with customers. Unfortunately it isn’t.
Abbott Turkey showed effective use of multiple channels and mechanics to communicate using an
online portal aiming to create a Diabetes Community to share information and advice, give support
and even fund raise. Involved parties include doctors and pharmacies as well as end user members
who are involved by using the loyalty programme. A very impressive entry.”

THE FINALISTS
BP
BP – The benefit of saying
‘thank you’ to high value
customers
BP launched a programme
to retain ultra high value
customers through a
series of meaningful ‘thank
you’ mailings and offers.
By providing rewarding
communications, such as
birthday cards and silver key
tags, BP significantly improved
areas of brand perception.

Cable & Wireless
(Seychelles) Ltd

Meliá Hotels
International

Vodafone Turkey

Reaping the Rewards –
East Coast’s automated
recruitment campaign

MeliáRewards – Welcome
Back – Wherever you are in
the world

Vodafone Freezone Interrail
campaigns

Joining a loyalty scheme
should be simple and
rewarding. This was
the overarching aim for
East Coast in launching
its automated Rewards
recruitment campaign in
April 2013. An innovative
solution encouraging
advocacy, removing barriers
to participation and
maximising recruitment
levels saw success beyond all
expectations, with the benefit
of generating additional
revenue as a result.

MeliáRewards by Meliá
Hotels International offers
exclusive benefits worldwide
to 4 tiers of customers.
Innovative design onand offline, promotions
via 9 channels plus
communications through
a constantly growing base
of partnerships in various
industries are helping to
increase the revenue and
number of loyal members.

IKEA

Cable Points
Cable Points, an industry
first, continues to excite,
entice and delight the people
of Seychelles! Every day,
we reward thousands of
customers for doing what
they do every day, i.e. making
calls, sending SMS and using
the internet, through a
growing reward catalogue
and innovative campaigns.
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East Coast

Product Trigger
communications drive
incremental sales for IKEA
IKEA trialled trigger-based
communications, designed to
encourage a repeat purchase.
The triggers are currently
product-based and were
developed using basket
analysis. The aim is to provide
members of its IKEA Family
loyalty programme with highly
engaging and personally
relevant communications.

JUNE 2014

The Coca-Cola Company,
Turkey Business Unit
Coca-Cola Kırmızı Kasa (Red
Vault) loyalty programme
The Red Vault loyalty
programme provides a
consumer-centric approach,
where members are able to
collect reward points through
products they consume,
and select from a variety of
products within the reward
catalogue based on their
needs. They can redeem these
rewards on the medium of
their choice such as web site,
mobile site and mobile app.

Freezone is Vodafone’s
Youth Loyalty Club in Turkey,
targeting the 16-25 age
group. As a part of Freezone’s
relaunch in Turkey, Vodafone
gave discounted Interrail
(the most common railway
pass network) offers and
free tickets to its Freezone
subscribers. Online and
offline media was highly
exploited to reach the
member base.

2014
WINNERS
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BEST USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA TO ENHANCE LOYALTY
WINNER
ASOS
Access All ASOS: the ASOS advocacy programme
We engaged our most loyal customers and biggest advocates to drive social recommendations
for ASOS. By applying rigor and processes to the existing love people have for ASOS we increased
the number of peer-to-peer recommendations for our brand and shopping frequency amongst
members of Access All ASOS.
Access All ASOS was immensely popular, generating 7,500+ positive social posts , receiving 3,000+
applications and delivered on KPIs:
Average Insider spend increase 11%, the amount Insiders talk online about ASOS (excluding
mentions of the programme) increased 45%.
The judges said: “ASOS was an early adopter of social media and understands the need to
create excitement and buzz amongst a very fickle customer base. This year it demonstrated
a good knowledge of its customers through use of its Insider club, offering Insider only
benefits and offers and the use of customers’ private Twitter accounts to send personalised
communications. This is a social media example of a privilege club with clear ROI.”

THE FINALISTS

Nectar

The Swan Centre

Turkcell
Turkey

The cross-partner Nectar
MEGAPOINTS Treasure Hunt

The Swan Centre – sharing
within SmartRewards app

Turkcell Professionals
Club/Cuma Candir Twitter
campaign (Friday Rocks
campaign)

The Nectar MEGAPOINTS
Treasure Hunt was a crosspartner social campaign
to promote Nectar’s
MEGAPOINTS campaign.
Spanning Nectar’s digital
channels, and those of 11
partners, the campaign had
significant reach. The results
speak for themselves – a
significant increase in partner
awareness, first swipes and
likelihood to recommend.

SmartRewards is a mobile
loyalty application powered
by TagPoints. It rewards
customers the more they
visit The Swan Centre in
Eastleigh and gives them
points the more they share
SmartRewards content on
Twitter, Facebook and via
email. The social tool has
been used by over 49% of
customers to date clocking
up thousands of shares.

Turkcell decided that
members of Turkcell
Profesyoneller Kulübü deserve
to be much happier on white
collars’ favourite days, Fridays,
and started a campaign
#cumacandır on Twitter,
where an entertaining way
of buying smartphones was
introduced. #cumacandır
stayed in Turkey’s trending
topic list for 5 hours and
reached 7 million visibilities.
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BEST LOYALTY PROGRAMME MARKETING CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR 2014
WINNERS
WINNER
Baltic Miles
Address update campaign by using Google Street View
Baltic Miles utilised a convenient digital solution to update the database of our members’
addresses in a way that requires minimum investment, as well as being entertaining to the
member. We created an interactive web application, to confirm addresses of members, by
using Google Maps street view to show members how virtual reindeers visited their house.
Additionally, we motivated members by offering to send real gifts to 5 of the member’s houses.
We used easily available tools (Google Maps Street View) and a simple digital solution to costefficiently and in an entertaining way to acquire member current addresses.
The judges said: “There was an overwhelming vote in favour of Baltic Miles which the judges
felt was innovative in its use of technology in a difficult business sector. Baltic Miles uses one to
one marketing well to give customers a good experience.”

THE FINALISTS
Applegreen Ireland
Applegreen Rewards
‘Seasonal Greeting’ campaign
There is no better time than
the festive season to say thank
you to our loyal customers. The
campaign objective was to
convert customer points into
cash vouchers to increase sales
and encourage footfall during
the quietest trading season.
The results exceeded all
expectations with higher than
average redemption rates.

Barclaycard
Barclaycard Freedom
Rewards card

BP Turkey

HIGHLY COMMENDED

BP Club Card – GSM operator
campaign calendar for “Better
Rewards” strategy

MySchool MyVillage
MyPlanet
South Africa

BP set its 2013 BP Club
strategy as “Better Rewards”
and focused on exclusive
partnerships to extend its
reach and offer capabilities.
The most effective campaign
installation was the one
with Turkey’s leading GSM
operator. The approach was to
create a campaign calendar
that gives a message aligned
with “Better Rewards: BP
always offers the best benefit
throughout the year”. This
long-term calendar brought
BP a chance to capture new
customers, create up-cross
sell opportunities, and retain
its customers.

“Swipe for Africa” with
MySchool MyVillage MyPlanet

The trade-off for most
consumer loyalty cards is
between value and choice
– you can usually have one
but not the other! Freedom
Rewards gives both!
Customers earn Freedom
points on all their card
spend with double points on
household essentials such as
groceries and petrol. And with
more than 70 top brands
(and growing) as redemption
partners, our customers are
sure to find just the right
reward for their points.
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We challenged cardholders
and schools to take action:
learn about endangered
animals, partner with
charities & swipe their cards
for a good cause at partner
stores. This integrated
campaign helped us to target
specific new markets.
The judges said:
“This community project
leveraged celebrity
ambassadorships, schools
and social media channels
to drive word of mouth and
share-ability.”

Penny Romania
Excellent 360 degrees
marketing campaign around
Penny’s Pyrex knives loyalty
programme
Penny Romania, together
with TCC, has developed for
its clients a well-planned
loyalty promotion based on
the Pyrex knives range. A very
good offer with free elements,

reinforced by a powerful and
visible marketing campaign
won the hearts of Romanians
and dramatically changed
their shopping behaviour.

Royal Bank of Scotland
Cashback Plus – “Feel
rewarded every day”
Cashback Plus was a
successful loyalty campaign
that resulted in the RBS/
NatWest Bank becoming
synonymous with rewarding
its customers. We have
positioned ourselves as
a perception changer for
rewarding customers in the
banking industry, delivering
immense cut through and
beating our activation
targets in a very challenging
industry environment.

The Coca-Cola Company,
Turkey Business Unit
Coca-Cola Kırmızı Kasa (Red
Vault) loyalty programme
The Red Vault loyalty
programme provides a
consumer-centric approach,
where members are able to
collect reward points through
products they consume,
and select from a variety of
products within the reward
catalogue based on their
needs. They can redeem these
rewards on the medium of
their choice such as web site,
mobile site and mobile app.
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BEST CSR INITIATIVE LINKED TO LOYALTY
WINNER
MySchool MyVillage MyPlanet South Africa
“Swipe for Africa” with MySchool MyVillage MyPlanet
We challenged cardholders and schools to take action: learn about endangered animals, partner
with charities & swipe their cards for a good cause at partner stores. This integrated campaign
helped us to target specific new markets. We support over 10,000 beneficiaries through the
programme and have donated over R225m since the programme’s inception in 1999.
MySchool MyVillage MyPlanet is a multi-partner loyalty programme that helps to raise funds for
schools and charities in South Africa. “Swipe for Africa” is a MySchool campaign that challenges
cardholders and schools to stand up and take action for our environment and animals through
card usage and active participation.
What the Judges said: “Great external community engagement was demonstrated that drove
meaningful results in a well deserving environmental context. The judges were impressed with
a scheme that teaches children about endangered animals, partners with top charities, and
raises money for good causes, as well as giving exciting prizes to participants.”

THE FINALISTS

Abbott Turkey
Abbott Turkey, “Hayat Çok
Degerli Kulübü” “Life is a
Valuable Club”
‘Life is a Valuable Club’
is Abbott Turkey’s online
‘Diabetes Community
Platform’ powered by
360drc marketing agency.
Club members earn gifts
through campaigns; interact
with other members,
pharmacies and healthcare
professionals; have access
to all the information about
diabetes. The programme’s
main objective is to help
its 40,000 members better
manage diabetes – in line
with Abbott’s local and
global corporate social
responsibility mission.

Avios Group
(AGL) Limited
Employee CSR Engagement
Programme – Engaging our
greatest asset and stakeholder
To achieve its ambitious CSR
aspirations, Avios depends
on knowledgeable and
engaged employees. A CSR
‘education and engagement’
programme was launched
in 2013 to achieve this and
to motivate employees with
an emphasis on ‘Why?’ It
successfully achieved: a
more sustainable business, a
positive community footprint
and more engaged employees.

Turkcell Turkey
Turkcell Retirees Club
“Turkcell Retirees Club” is a
loyalty programme aimed
to retain elderly customers
in a highly price-based
market. The programme uses
technology, customer service
and offers, focusing on three
insights: “Facilitating Life”,
“Paying Respect” and “Happy
Aging”. With 600K members,
the programme led to an
increase in market share and
brand scores.
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Proud to be powering
the 2014 Loyalty Awards

Reward is Europe’s leading customer-linked offers operator.
We harness the unique power of transactional data to deliver
invaluable insight and profitable incremental sales. Highly targeted
offers deliver value to our retailers, publishers and customers.
Find out more at www.rewardinsight.com

Our award-winning clients

Winner of Best Card Benefits Programme of the Year for Cashback Plus
The 2014 Card & Payments Awards

Cashback Site of the Year 2014
Consumer Moneyfacts Awards
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BEST CARD BASED LOYALTY PROGRAMME
WINNER
Nectar
Nectar, the UK’s most popular loyalty programme
2013 proved to be a record breaking year for the UK’s largest loyalty programme, Nectar. Delivering new partner
launches, an innovative pilot and the largest ever collect and spend events for customers, the programme exceeded
expectations by, yet again, smashing its Net Promoter Score and further increasing customer engagement.
During the last 12 months the company has:
Launched ‘Double Value Exchange’: the biggest Nectar rewards event ever when points were worth double with
four key reward partners. All supported by an industry first targeted digital campaign to reach Nectar collectors with
relevant rewards messages via Yahoo!, Aol and MSN, CH4 and SMS.
Run ‘Megapoints’: Nectar’s biggest coalition event to date with 12 partners offering accelerated earn rates during the
month of October.
Launched eBay as a reward, a highly relevant partner for millions of collectors.
Run a pilot launch of ‘Nectar Local’: taking Nectar to the high streets via local businesses.
The judges said: “Nectar is an established major player yet it won this award because of innovation in a number
of areas, including partnering with eBay, piloting Nectar Local Partner in a national rollout and achieving online
and card based increases in engagement. Its 2013 Megapoints campaign saw over 6m customers participating
and over 1.1bn bonus points issued.”

THE FINALISTS
Barclaycard
Barclaycard Freedom
Rewards card
Our customers are rewarded
for the way they shop –
whatever they buy, wherever
they buy it. They earn Freedom
points on all their spend
and double points on life’s
essentials, with over 75 top
brands to redeem rewards
from. Great value and better
choice – that’s the Barclaycard
Freedom Rewards card.

SPONSORED BY

BP Turkey

Heathrow Airport

LaSer UK and Beales

BP Club Card – Better rewards
to reach and retain customers

Heathrow Airport –
new way of rewarding
travellers at the airport

LaSer UK and Beales launch
new programme to release
value

Re-launched in May 2013,
Heathrow’s unique loyalty
programme, Heathrow
Rewards, makes every journey
better for its passengers
by rewarding them for
everything they do at the
airport. In return, this multipartner programme generates
significant incremental
sales and income as well as
improved passenger insight
for Heathrow.

Department store Beales
partnered with LaSer UK to
engage targeted customer
groups through a new,
significantly enhanced,
programme. Through
collaborating to consolidate
customer groups under one
clearly defined programme,
meaningful customer insight
was generated to release
value for customers, Beales
and LaSer UK.

BP re-launched BP Club
programme in 2013 and
set its strategy as “Better
Rewards”. BP Club has
focused on exclusive
partnerships with market
leader brands (from OEM
companies to GSM operators)
having large customer bases
to drive new customers to
BP sites. In order to retain
and increase customer
penetration, customer
purchasing behaviour
was deeply analysed and
customised segmented
offers, in addition to partner
campaigns, were offered
to its 3 million customers
throughout the year.

Topaz Energy
Topaz Energy: ‘PLAY or PARK,
the Loyalty Game’
In February 2013, Ireland’s
largest fuels/convenience
retailer Topaz Energy launched
PLAY or PARK; the first ever
loyalty programme within a
retail environment in Europe
to use an ongoing gaming
mechanic. This innovative
approach made the Topaz
rendition of loyalty more
meaningful, participative and
distinctive than competing
programmes resulting in
unprecedented results for the
business and customers.

HIGHLY COMMENDED
Whitbread Plc
Brewers Fayre – Bonus Club
The Bonus Club was
designed to meet the needs
of value centric Brewers
Fayre customers. Providing
everyday value offering 5
points for £1 and exclusive
offers such as a free meal
on your birthday. Delivering
positive ROI and increasing
repeat visits. A loyalty
programme providing
long term value for both
parties with great customer
experience.
The judges said: “Brewers
Fayre Bonus Club had
impressive and commercial
results from a well thought
through execution. Very good
results for a first year.”
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Celebrating
Innovation

ICLP has been championing innovation for over
twenty-five years. Using cutting-edge insights
and technologies, we create lasting brand loyalty.
And that’s why we’re continuing this tradition and
proudly sponsoring the Best Loyalty Innovation
Award, an accolade honouring those who excel
in delighting their customers.

Congratulations to all the winners.

iclployalty.com
Loyalty Magazine
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BEST LOYALTY INDUSTRY INNOVATION
WINNER
Baltic Miles
Burn the Miles
Many of the programme’s most valuable members engaged in a mobile campaign where calories
burned during sport activities were converted into frequent flyer reward miles.
Baltic Miles had a goal: “By linking our programme to our members’ positive emotional
associations with sports & health, we expect to see an increase in the overall programme activity
level. We wanted to create an interactive technical solution, that would help members to track
their progress on the path to the goal – 10,000 calories burnt.”
What the judges said: “It could be blindingly obvious, but if it is being done well, then it
impresses. As with this entry. The creative and different ideas stood out from all the other
campaigns. The programme succeeded in driving engagement with the brand as well as
rewarding customer engagement.”

THE FINALISTS
Azbuka Vkusa
Russia
BrandLoyalty’s mobile app
Bright Stamps boosts first
nationwide loyalty programme
Azbuka Vkusa launched
a company-wide loyalty
programme with the option
to collect digital stamps next
to paper ones. Bright Stamps
made it possible to see
stamp balance, check reward
overview, receive personal
messages and find out about
supplier-funded promotions.
Result: an additional 25%
revenue increase per
participant compared to
paper collectors!

SPONSORED BY

IDL Technology Group

TagPoints

Topaz Energy Ireland

Loyalty Anywhere

TagPoints – mobile loyalty;
beyond the purchase

Topaz Energy: ‘PLAY or PARK,
the Loyalty Game’

TagPoints is a mobile loyalty
cloud marketing platform
and mobile app that rewards
customers the more they visit
retailers and shopping centres
and gives them points through
sharing and geo-location check
ins – all from their mobile
device. The solution includes
up-to-the-minute tech like
iBeacons and augmented
reality as well as advanced
behavioural targeting.

In February 2013, Ireland’s
largest fuels/convenience
retailer Topaz Energy launched
PLAY or PARK; the first ever
loyalty programme within a
retail environment in Europe
to use an ongoing gaming
mechanic. This innovative
approach made the Topaz
rendition of loyalty more
meaningful, participative and
distinctive than competing
programmes, resulting in
unprecedented results for the
business and customers.

IDL is a provider of real
time loyalty solutions to
retailers of all sizes and able
to integrate to any point of
sale including the retailer’s
existing payment device, and
can integrate to the EPOS for
product level loyalty.

MultiPlusCard Croatia
MultiPlusCard – Croatia’s
leading coalition loyalty
programme
A wide product and service
range provided by two retail
and banking sector leaders
as strong founders, and
five sponsors, plus a rapid
award point collection and
redemption mechanism
make MultiPlusCard the
most popular card-based
loyalty programme in Croatia,
boasting 71% of households
as members.

Woolworths
South Africa
WRewards – Membership
makes a difference
Woolworths WRewards
loyalty programme is a
tiered programme based
on customer spend. What
differentiates WRewards? It
rewards customers instantly
at checkout with savings
from 10%-30% on selected
products, and offers customers
the opportunity to give a
percentage of their spend to a
charity they choose.
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BEST COUPON OR VOUCHER BASED LOYALTY PROGRAMME
WINNER
MultiPlusCard
Croatia
MultiPlusCard – Croatia’s leading coalition loyalty programme
MulitPlusCard is a coalition loyalty programme enabling members to use a single purchase for
award point collection with 7 sponsors – leaders in their industries.
The 2013 goals were to increase membership while boosting turnover at one of two main sponsors
Konzum, the largest national retail chain.
In order to increase turnover, 950,000 members received mailings with “lottery” coupons
for 10-90% discounts on their entire purchase, with applicable discount amounts learnt at
the checkout.
MultiPlusCard provides a wide product and service range with two retail and banking sector
leaders as strong founders and five sponsors, plus a rapid award point collection and redemption
mechanism. This makes MultiPlusCard the most popular card-based loyalty programme in Croatia.
What the judges said: “Multiplus Card is an interesting lottery coupon and mobile point
redemption approach to loyalty that shows good buy-in from customers with impressive
metrics – 71% of the country’s households are members.”

SPONSORED BY

THE FINALISTS
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LaSer UK and Beales

Vodafone Turkey

Woman & Home

LaSer UK and Beales –
Developing inclusive and
engaging rewards

Vodafone Avantaj Cepte
mobile loyalty platform

Woman & Home – Beating
the decline of magazine sales

Department store chain
Beales partnered with LaSer
UK to develop the “Love
Rewards” programme to
establish relationships with
customers by identifying
them, understanding their
behaviour and preferences
and predicting their future
needs. The programme was
required to engage different
shopper types across the
Beales network of 30 UK
department stores.

Vodafone Avantaj Cepte is a
mobile platform developed
on both AppStore and Google
Play and offers exclusive
deals and discounts to all
Vodafone subscribers. These
advantages range from
regional and location based
offers to national campaigns.
The platform puts an end to
the complexity of carrying
around physical store loyalty
cards and has a segmented
approach in which the
platform recognises
customers upon their
segments and tariffs.

It is unusual for a loyalty
programme to dramatically
change the fortunes of an
FMCG brand, but the Woman
& Home campaign utilised a
combination of coupons and
targeted e-mail to drive sales
increase of +10% against a
market in -3% decline.
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BEST B2B LOYALTY PROGRAMME
WINNER
Advice Group for Sammontana Italy
Accademia Tre Marie B2B loyalty programme
“Accademia Tre Marie” is a multichannel loyalty programme developed by Tre Marie, the croissant
division of the Italian Group Sammontana Spa, in collaboration with Advice Group. The scheme ran
from March 1 to December 31 2013 and was a trade incentive programme targeted at bartenders
and barkeepers which also involved the end consumer in a prize competition tied to product
purchase. Each carton of Tre Marie croissants featured a unique code to be entered online or
through SMS for the chance to win instant prizes and become part of a community of brand lovers
who competed to climb two different ranks: “Top sales” and “Best Ambassadors”.
What the judges said: “Advice Group recognises the whole supply chain with its rewards
programme and pays tribute to the importance of distribution to its business.”

THE FINALISTS

Deli Lebanon

Nectar Business

Tech Data

Vodafone Turkey

Deli offers delicious quality
food for everyday enjoyment

Nectar Business, the UK’s
leading B2B loyalty programme

td.boomerang – an umbrella
Belux channel incentive
programme by Tech Data

Vodafone Turkey’s enterprise
transformation programme

Deli is all about the finest and
freshest selection of canned
and packaged food.

The coalition loyalty
programme that enables
small businesses to get more
for their business spend,
whilst offering partners the
opportunity to retain, grow
and acquire new customers
using the programme’s suite of
marketing channels, analytical
insight and loyalty expertise.

Since launching in 1998, our
convenience food has been
crafted with accurate expertise
to continuously provide a
delightful assortment of
categories and products.
Our objective is to offer firstrate affordable quality goods.

td.boomerang is a loyalty
programme in which Tech
Data partners automatically
earn points for incentives.
Based not only on turnover in
specific product categories,
but also through participation
in individual vendor incentive
programmes.
Through the Motisha
platform we easily manage
campaigns and quickly allow
integration of vendor’s own
incentive programmes.

Vodafone Turkey made
churn management and
customer loyalty its major
strategic focus of 2013 and
has experienced a period
of transformation, with
significant actions designed
as part of a 360 degree
customer relationship
management strategy. This
holistic transformation
programme aims to reduce
churn and increase customer
loyalty/satisfaction.
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2014

BEST SHORT TERM LOYALTY PROGRAMME

WINNERS

WINNER
Dansk Supermarked Denmark
Dansk Supermarked’s gamification drives loyalty, ROI and increased market share
Dansk Supermarked, the largest Danish retail company, uses mobile based gamification in “the
big Christmas game” to close the gap between digital marketing and physical retail sales and to
drive short and long term loyalty, increase ROI and support the winning of market share online
and offline.
The game initiative generated an estimated short term x55 ROI. It attracted 165,655 active users,
playing 1,270,000 games for 22,000 hours and creating more than 5 million impressions of supplier
and partner products and services.
What the judges said: “A good integrated multi-channel approach which was especially well
illustrated over the Christmas period.”

THE FINALISTS

East of England
Co-operative Society

Boost Switzerland

The East of England
Co-operative Society Goodness
Gang loyalty programme

Twistymania – the Galactic
promotion of 2013
The ‘Galactic’ collectible
promotion of the year 2013
was implemented on behalf
of retailer Migros Switzerland.
Seven weeks, 600 shops, 50
million Twisties distributed
and a huge national
press response. Results: a
significant increase in sales,
average receipts and footfall
at the POS, together with the
highest participation of a
target group between 5 and 8
years old.

Cable & Wireless
(Seychelles) Ltd
Cable Points
Cable Points, an industry
first, continues to excite,
entice and delight the people
of Seychelles! Every day,
we reward thousands of
customers for doing what
they do every day, i.e. making
calls, sending SMS and using
the internet, through a
growing reward catalogue
and innovative campaigns.
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The East of England
Co-operative Society
ran a short term loyalty
programme across its entire
retail estate using The
Goodness Gang soft toys.
Qualifying customers could
purchase a toy for just £1.
The programme attracted
new customers, significantly
increased sales and created a
buzz in the local area.

Lidl Germany
A tiny collectable turns the
German food retail market
upside-down
When German discounter Lidl
introduced its first shortterm loyalty programme, the
results were amazing. Its
collection of colourful tiny
stick-on, pull-off figures called
‘Stikeez’ became a hype,
winning over the hearts of
many new households with
children. A multi-platform
marketing campaign
supported Lidl to achieve its
highest market share ever.
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MOL Hungary

Tesco Poland

MOL – Fiskars promotion

Angry Birds in Poland! Plush
toy promotion with Tesco
Poland

The Fiskars promotion was
MOL’s 9th short term loyalty
programme. The promotion’s
products could be categorised
as garden & camping (Fiskars)
and survival (Bear Grylls
branded Gerber products).
Customers could collect
stickers and redeem them to
buy products and even get a
55% discount off the normal
retail price.

MySchool MyVillage
MyPlanet
South Africa
“Swipe for Africa” with
MySchool MyVillage
MyPlanet
We challenged cardholders
and schools to take action:
learn about endangered
animals, partner with
charities & swipe their cards
for a good cause at partner
stores. This integrated
campaign helped us to target
specific new markets.

TCC ran a loyalty programme
with Tesco Poland and Angry
Birds plush toys in 2013.
Shoppers were rewarded
for purchases by getting 1
point for each 20 PLN (5€)
spent. When they collected 10
points they could buy Angry
Birds plush toys with a 70%
discount, paying 22 PLN (5.5€)
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BEST USE OF TECHNOLOGY IN A LOYALTY PROGRAMME
WINNER
Alpha Bank Greece
Alpha Bank Loyalty Platform – delivering maximum loyalty
Alpha Bank now runs four distinct loyalty programmes using one loyalty platform,
consolidating operations, exploiting expertise and significantly reducing costs without
compromising on distinct branding and customer segments. The platform now provides for
extended operations internationally to run a further four programmes, one each for Romania,
Bulgaria, Serbia and Albania.
What the judges said: “A classic example of what can be achieved, even in a very tough economic
environment, demonstrating impressive integration at the POS and a cost effective use of technology
which is now being rolled out in a number of new markets.”

THE FINALISTS

Bluesource
Mobile marketing made easy
With mobile-pocket you
can mobilise your loyalty
programme without any
investment or restructuring
costs. It offers you a direct
and absolutely personal
connection to your customers.
The ability for the retailer to
provide individual coupons
and offers in the app makes it
the modern art of customer
relationship management.

Elkjop, a division of
Dixons Retail

The Coca-Cola Company,
HIGHLY COMMENDED
Turkey Business Unit

Enhancing customer
experience with instant
customer feedback machines

Coca-Cola Kırmızı Kasa (Red
Vault) loyalty programme

The use of technology is
instrumental in becoming a
market leader in customer
satisfaction through
improved customer loyalty.
The technology must
provide valuable data that
can be easily collected from
customers with analysis
tools to show current
service performance and
gain insights into business
operations to make strategic
improvement decisions.

Subway
SUBWAY SUBCARD
mobile app
The SUBWAY SUBCARD
app gives customers an
enhanced way to engage
with the SUBCARD loyalty
programme; allowing users
to collect and redeem points,
claim free Subs, check their
balance & available rewards
and find nearby stores. It also
allows customers to submit
feedback straight from their
device through TellSubway.

Vodafone Turkey

The Red Vault loyalty
programme provides a
consumer-centric approach,
where members are able to
collect reward points through
products they consume
and select from a variety of
products within the reward
catalogue based on their
needs. They can redeem these
rewards on the medium of
their choice such as web site,
mobile site and mobile app.

Topaz Energy
Topaz Energy: ‘PLAY or PARK,
the Loyalty Game’
In February 2013, Ireland’s
largest fuels/convenience
retailer Topaz Energy launched
PLAY or PARK; the first ever
loyalty programme within a
retail environment in Europe
to use an ongoing gaming
mechanic. This innovative
approach made the Topaz
rendition of loyalty more
meaningful, participative and
distinctive than competing
programmes resulting in
unprecedented results for the
business and customers.

Vodafone Avantaj Cepte
mobile loyalty platform
Vodafone Avantaj Cepte is a
mobile platform developed
on both AppStore and Google
Play and offers exclusive
deals and discounts to all
Vodafone subscribers. These
advantages range from
regional and location based
offers to national campaigns.
The platform puts an end to
the complexity of carrying
around physical store loyalty
cards and has a segmented
approach in which the
platform recognises
customers upon their
segments and tariffs.
What the judges said: ”An
impressive demonstration
of how to put loyalty onto
al mobile device and make
it easier for consumers to
engage directly with brands.”
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	GIVEN TO THE COMPANY THAT HAS IMPRESSED

WITH PROVEN RESULTS
Vodafone Turkey

Through a number of entries, Vodafone Turkey has demonstrated an uncanny ability to
understand its target market and fit the reward to the demographic.

	THE REGIONAL WINNERS
Best Loyalty Programme of the Year – Middle East and Africa
Winner: MYSCHOOL MYVILLAGE MYPLANET
Best Loyalty Programme of the Year – European Union & Turkey
Winner: NECTAR
Best Loyalty Programme of the Year – Central & Eastern Europe
Winner: BALTIC MILES

The Kool
approach to
coalition
Gabi Kool, the CEO of Coalition
Reward’s is the winner of the
Loyalty Awards 2014 Industry
Personality of the Year.

In the past 15 years, Gabi has
worked in a variety of roles,
across many geographical areas
and in a number of industries.
In each he has developed his
understanding of the power and
benefit of customer loyalty, and
the importance of engaging with
all types of consumer.
In his current role Gabi has
brought together the concepts of
frequent shopper and frequent
flyer with interesting results.
(Loyalty Magazine:)What has been your career path?
Gabi Kool: I had a university background in finance and
then went to KLM as a management trainee. I liked
financial management but I also liked marketing and the
commercial side of the business.
I had several roles in marketing and then in 2002, because
of a desire to go international, I took a job in Singapore
with Carlson Marketing. This meant working for a lot of
clients, in different cultures and markets, across seven
different countries. Carlson Marketing was the agency
for KLM and I knew them well in terms of their own
culture. It was a very interesting company because it
included Carlson Hotels and Carlson Restaurants. As a
conglomerate, it employed 200,000 people in many
different cultures and across the world when I worked
there. I managed the company’s entry into China and
was based in Shanghai from where I designed the CRM
strategy and loyalty programme for one of the leading
Chinese airlines. I supported many of the world’s leading
sponsor brands with their hospitality programmes at the
Beijing 2008 Olympics.
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How hard was it to launch something
new into such a different and diverse
market as Asia, and especially China?
I loved every minute of my time in
Asia. All the markets are fast growing
which makes it very vibrant but this in
itself has its challenges, including other
companies constantly head hunting
your brightest employees.

Is there one person who has been
a significant influence on you
professionally?

Marilyn Carlson Nelson [then chairman
and chief executive of Carlson] is an
inspirational business leader who infused
great things into the people around her.
As a boss she was tough, target driven
with a strong customer focus that had
integrity as its core. It was a fascinating
company to work for.

At what point did you move from
marketing into the more niche area
of loyalty?

It doesn’t matter what country you
are in, the concept of loyalty exists.
It is remarkably global in its appeal.
Loyalty programmes work just as well
with China Southern Airlines or Procter
& Gamble or a Dutch frequent flyer
programme. Of course I have learnt to
listen very carefully when out of my
comfort zone, because there are regional
differences, and a lot of variation in
ideas and views around the world. For
example in Singapore it was suggested
we should run a treasure hunt for Esso/

Mobil customers where people would
come along in their cars on a Sunday and
search for clues across the island. I argued
against running this, because in Holland
for example, you just would not get
participation. However in Singapore it was
one of the biggest marketing successes
of the year, with over 10,000 participants.
Local knowledge is incredibly important
and this was a lesson well learnt early on in
my career.

You moved from China back to
Europe to launch, manage and
develop Voilà Hotel Rewards, which is
the first and the largest hotel loyalty
programme for independent hotels.
What was the major learning for you
from this new role?

I wanted to be involved in a programme
supporting major local chains of boutique
hotels and this was a nice business with
around 300 hotels. It was very interesting
and a key experience was that these hotels
are owned by families, many of which had
been running their businesses for more than
100 years. There was a lot of brand pride. The
loyalty concept had to work as an umbrella,
but mustn’t overpower it. This is a good
model for coalition loyalty programmes
and I have taken it with me to my current
job, where there are 300 different partners
already in the programme, many of them
having very strong and well-known brands.

Your current job is as CEO of Coalition
Rewards, which is the operator and
owner of among others, the PINS
coalition. How did you get to this role?

In 2011 I came to run the spin off loyalty
entity BalticMiles Ltd., managing airBaltic’s
frequent flyer programme also called
BalticMiles. It had around 15 partners and
was what you would expect in a frequent
flyer environment. It was supporting mainly
the airline (with three and a half million
passengers) and operated in a European
context. airBaltic was not part of a global
airline alliance. Therefore the question
was, ‘could we move it into a larger retail
coalition concept so we could successfully
scale the business?’ I knew the executives
at most of the coalitions including Qantas,
Airmiles, Dotz and Nectar. I understood the
model. So we started transferring into the
coalition space.

Continued on next page
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But yours is not a normal airline
coalition though, is it?
No. It is a hybrid model. Customers are
recognised in the airline sense, with
Frequent Flyer seats and tier levels, but
at the same time there is also the Nectar
type Frequent Shopper experience, with
the Coalition Rewards brand linked to this
environment and data stored at SKU level.
We have developed this model by creating
a new brand (PINS) and integrating
the FFP (BalticMiles) and an existing
retail loyalty programme in Finland
(YkkösBonus) in an united offering,
suitable for everyday shoppers as well as
frequent flyers. As a result the programme
now has great brand visibility in the
airline, but also at participating retailers…
at the POS and point of purchase. It
means that retailers use it in their media,
and support the programme on a large
scale in their overall marketing campaigns
including TV. I had remembered what I
learned at Voilà about the strength of
individual brands within a coalition.

You make the migration sound easy.
Was it?

Coalition Rewards is owned by airBaltic,
and we had to convince the board as our
shareholder, but also large scale programme
partner that it was also in the airline’s
interest to have a more neutral loyalty
(currency) brand so that retailers would feel
comfortable fully adopting the programme.

PINS was launched in March 2014 and
now has 300 retailers participating. Is it
now all plain sailing?
Customers collect PINS in stores, while
airBaltic also operates three different
tier levels for frequent flyers. Over the
past few weeks we have enrolled close
to a million new members and we are
on track to reach 2.5-3 million members
by the end of this year in total. We are
now operational in the Baltics, Finland
and Russia, and have successfully moved
from a frequent flyer only programme
to incorporate a frequent shopper
programme. It has proved to be a very
successful ‘L.O.N.G.’ loyalty programme.

What do you mean by a ‘L.O.N.G.’
loyalty programme?

L.O.N.G. has been used as an abbreviation
for our partnership strategy to attract
new partners in the programme. L stands
for Local, such as the true local partners
like the hairdresser on the corner or the
neighbourhood flower shop. In Finland we
have formed a partnership with FONECTA,
the Finnish Yellow Pages company, who
are managing relationships with 30 000+
SMEs across the country. The O stands for
Online, where there are 400 additional
online retailers in the programme via our
PINS e-Shop which runs as an affiliate
network business to collect PINS by
Loyalty Magazine
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shopping at many of the most popular
webshops. The N stands for National
chains such as leading grocery brands like
SIWA and Valintatalo in Finland and the G
stands for Global such as Hilton, Avis and
Sixt. These are all brands where people can
collect PINS.

As you are working with international
brands, how does this affect saving and
redemption?
We are the only coalition loyalty
programme that fully works across borders.
You can save and redeem PINS across
Europe or even in other continents. It does
not matter if you hold a Finnish PINS card
with a Restel logo, a PINS VIP card with
airBaltic’s logo or an Estonian PINS card
with the LuxExpress branding, each card
is recognised globally and PINS in Finland
have a similar monetary value as PINS
in Russia for example. In that sense the
programme design slightly differs from
Payback or Nectar where a Nectar UK
member cannot collect Nectar points for
example at partners of the Italian Nectar
programme. There has been an explosion
of member activity and website visitors
since we launched PINS throughout Europe
earlier this year.

What about the concept of loyalty
itself. How is it changing?

There is increasing hunger for smarter and
more targeted loyalty. Proprietary frequent
flyer loyalty is limited to regular, primarily
corporate travellers, while coalition
loyalty is by far the most successful for
households.
A loyalty programme gives retailers deeper
insight into shopper behaviour and the
efficiency of their stores. Loyalty has moved
much further than just gifts. Coalitions
today take the information and analytics
so much further, because the information
is gathered from a range of partners.

So have we reached the limit of what
loyalty can achieve?
Loyalty will continue to move at an
accelerated pace. There are a lot of
discussions about how to target the
individual customer. We work with a
group of highly focussed retailers who
understand the power of data. It is very
stimulating.

How important is technology?

Every conference I go to, there is a
selection of systems all claiming to be
better than all the others. We have just
installed a new system, that communicates
in real time with the cashier. It is
sophisticated. But you need more than
just technology. Our job is around data,
but it is also about campaigns and about
emotional bonds with customers. It is
about smart people working with good
systems. You need a smart system, but it is
not what differentiates.

How important is mobile?
One of our markets is Finland which is
highly demanding when we look at mobile.
I consider there are three factors to a
successful mobile strategy. The most
important element is to have a mobile
optimised website. Secondly, there is a
place for a good app, but the challenge is
to come up with the number one thing
that will make people use it. We have
some good ideas. What is sure is that most
apps that work in loyalty today have a
redemption capability. However, for most
people, redemption is only an occasional
thing. There has to be more usability
around the earning experience and geolocation offers.
The third factor is the integrating of mobile
wallets. The most downloaded apps are
for financials and banking. Now we have
to work out how to use them for targeted
offers, points and PINS balances and for
other methods of communication with
the customer. In Finland for example, we
have partnered with our financial services
partner OP Pohjola which also supports our
PINS MasterCard and owns and runs PIVO,
the number one downloaded financial
app in Finland and a very popular mobile
wallet. We will offer geo-located offers via
this app too.

How important are short term
loyalty promotions within a long
term loyalty programme?

LoyaltyOne acquired BrandLoyalty exactly
for the reason of bringing short term
programmes into their portfolio. There
is the very strong belief that short term
loyalty can co-exist with longer term
programmes and can provide sustainable
lift. The Holy Grail is HOW they will co-exist.

What are your personal ambitions at
this stage in your career?

I would like to bring more airlines into the
coalition, expand the coalition into other
large European markets with customer
centric retailers and continue to move it
forward. There is a lot of interest from all
parts of the globe. It has some mileage and
it is scalable.
Personally I am in a very happy place. I
am able to bring together all my previous
experience in this role, I have a great team
in Riga, Helsinki and our other offices and
now I want to grow this company into a
big, serious player with PINS a successful
and best practice loyalty player. We are
growing by a factor of five this year.
Coalition is a proven model with very often
50 to 60% sales penetration at retailers,
where a frequent flyer programme will
usually not achieve more than 1-2% at
participating retailers (outside the airline).
With PINS we have cracked open this
model to get penetration from both the
frequent flyers and the frequent shoppers.
This translates investment into business.
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The Loyalty Awards 2015 will be held on Tuesday June 9th,
at the Grosvenor House Hotel, Park Lane, London.

To do list

2014

Make sure you put The Loyalty Awards 2015 date in your diary,
and start thinking about what you will enter next year.
Look out for the launch of The Call for Entries in October 2014.
It will be on online at www.theloyaltyawards.com, and in the next issue of Loyalty Magazine.
Ask your team to think of
ideas while they are on holiday
Be sure to book your table
early because in this way
you can choose your position
in the Great Hall, at the
Grosvenor House
Think about which clients you want
to invite and ask them early
Have another look through
the winning entries and work
out a strategy to be a winner
next year

Subscribe to Loyalty Magazine
so you can keep up to date
with loyalty research, studies
and initiatives
Congratulate your team if
they helped you win this year
(and display your award where
everyone can see it)

To those who won in 2014: a huge
congratulation – competition was very
tough indeed
To those who didn’t: well done for being
shortlisted, this in itself was a massive
achievement – and better luck next year!

Make sure you get your entry
in before February 26, 2015,
next year’s closing date for The
Loyalty Awards entries

Prime Sponsor

Diamond Sponsor

Platinum Sponsors

Category Sponsors

You could
be a Winner
in 2015
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Ikano Insight is awesome
with numbers, but even
better at relationships.
And that, ultimately, is what turns customer
loyalty into a business’s success
No matter what stage you are at with your customer
engagement we have the intelligent, intuitive insight to
help you achieve ROI and drive incremental revenue:
Do you want to build a new loyalty or customer
engagement programme?
Do you want to improve an existing one?
Or do you simply want to turn customer data into
actionable insight?

For more information please contact;
Barry Smith - Senior Consultant
barry.smith@ikano.net
07551 671 825

0115 850 3644

www.ikanoinsight.com

@ikanoinsight

